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Abstract 
Background. Previous studies have documented many di#erent types of biases that exist in arti"cial 
intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) systems. However, these studies either do not examine the 
societal implications of said biases or are not easily accessible to readers. $is creates a gap where so%-
ware operators and developers may not be aware of the potential issues that users may face.  
Objective. To review the literature on AI and ML bias with a focus on social implications and to document 
our "ndings for the purposes of education and reference. Our goals are not to identify faults within spe-
ci"c systems but to (a) raise awareness to the kinds of issues that have occurred in systems using tech-
nology that might be used at NASA and elsewhere and (b) to provide interested parties with a gateway 
into existing work on social bias in AI and ML systems. 
Methods. We conducted a literature review of publications related to AI, ML, and the systems comparable 
to those that are or might be used at NASA. We held interviews and conversations with colleagues at 
NASA Langley to gain a deeper understanding of the so%ware used in their project(s) to ensure that our 
review is relevant to NASA. We focused our investigation speci"cally on the social e#ects of AI and ML 
bias. 
Results. Review of the literature reveals that bias in AI and ML can potentially have harmful social im-
pacts on individuals and/or groups of people within our society. By a#ecting people di#erently according 
to characteristics such as race, gender, or sexual orientation, AI and ML systems may exacerbate existing 
social inequities.  
Conclusion. AI and ML systems have been shown to exhibit bias leading to social harm. $ose who 
develop and deploy so%ware must be aware of this phenomenon so that such harmful e#ects can be 
detected and appropriately mitigated. $ese biases have been documented in a wide range of AI/ML sys-
tems demonstrating that it can be present in any system that functions on human datasets or interacts 
with people. Being versed in the downfalls that other systems have encountered is one certain method to 
prevent these social biases from arising in systems such as those NASA builds or buys.  
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1. Introduction 
Today, the use of automated technology is expanding with no end in sight. We face a daily barrage of 
arti"cial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) systems designed to ease our lives and to learn1 
from our behaviors. $ese include face-recognition so%ware to unlock mobile phones, "ltered news feeds 
on social media, targeted advertisements based on search history, and many more [1]. $e AI and ML 
"eld is ever-growing with a plethora of possible applications. In 2017, Andrew Ng called AI “the new 
electricity,” predicting that deep learning will transform our lives [2]. $ree years later, it is di&cult to 
think of a "eld of work that AI and ML have not touched.  

AI technology was created with the aim of simplifying our decision-making process and creating oppor-
tunities that otherwise would not be possible, and it has made rapid progress in recent years. Less than a 
decade ago, Apple had just unveiled Siri [3], Google developed a neural network to recognize images of 
cats on YouTube videos [4], and Ian Goodfellow designed the groundbreaking machine learning frame-
work generative adversarial network (GAN) [5]. Today, there are more virtual personal assistants than 
you can shake a stick at, deep learning can identify and predict the development of an age-related macular 
degeneration more accurately than most eye care professionals [6], and GAN can paint a picture of a cat 
to your speci"cation [7, 8]. 

AI systems are available to use by all people in the world regardless of race, gender, or any other di#er-
entiating a!ributes, provided they possess the economic means to access these systems. While it is cre-
ated with the intention of functioning equally for everyone, it sometimes does not. AI systems have been 
shown to exhibit discriminatory biases toward individuals based on race, skin color, and gender among 
other factors. Photos of African American individuals have been tagged as ‘apes’ [9, 10], facial recognition 
technology functions poorly on dark-skinned individuals [11], and job candidate screeners have screened 
out females [12]. Events such as these have caused AI to gain notoriety as users realize that machines 
might produce results that contribute to racial inequities. 

While AI and ML systems do not have malice, they function on data that re'ect, or fail to re'ect, the 
societies and environments described by those data. If that data re'ects a social inequity, machines built 
from that data might reproduce that inequity when performing their function. As a result, they might 
disproportionately disadvantage groups of people, even if their creators had no such intention [13]. $ese 
instances can be described as the result of bias in AI systems. 

Philosophers David Danks and Alex London de"ne bias as a deviation from a standard in their discussion 
of algorithmic bias and autonomous systems [14]. Bias can be said to be a function of two components—
a standard and a measure of deviation from this standard. $erefore, any instance where an autonomous 
system produces results that are signi"cantly di#erent from its intended purpose (i.e., the standard for 
the system) is an occurrence of bias [14]. Although there are many 'avors of bias, the biases of interest 
to us are the types of bias that have a negative impact on society via ampli"cation of existing social 
inequities along categories such as race, gender, and sexuality. We refer to these biases in AI as social 
biases. Many issues surrounding the use of AI have come to light including ethics of AI, bias in AI and 
ML, and policies and regulations [15, 16, 17]. While each individual topic demands an in-depth analysis, 
our focus is on social biases exhibited in AI and ML systems.  

 
1 Some readers may object that anthropomorphisms like ‘learn’ imply a closer-than-warranted analogy between 
what humans do and what machine learning systems do. We sympathize, but use them anyway for consistency with 
the majority of the literature in this !eld. 
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Bias can be expressed in AI and ML systems in numerous ways: sample bias, historical bias, measurement 
bias, aggregation bias, and temporal bias. 

Sample bias. Sample bias occurs when the dataset used to train the AI system is not representative of 
the population who interact with the AI. $is type of bias is also known as unrepresentative bias: the AI 
development population is not representative of the user population. $is occurs due to biased or skewed 
datasets and can be avoided by developers thoroughly inspecting training datasets [13, 16, 18]. ImageNet 
is a popular image dataset used to train AI and ML systems. However, a majority of the images are taken 
in North America and Western Europe. As a result, systems trained on ImageNet datasets perform poorly 
in parts of the world that are poorly represented in the dataset. For example, a search for ‘bridegrooms’ 
reveals classi"cation of images with high con"dence in the US and Australia, but poor classi"cation in 
underrepresented countries such as Pakistan and Ethiopia [19]. 

Data collection methods may also cause sample bias [13, 16, 18]. $e city of Boston released an app, 
StreetBump, to detect, record, and report potholes allowing the city to prioritize and repair the roads that 
require the most a!ention. However, it fast became evident that poor neighborhoods were not reporting 
potholes as o%en as a(uent neighborhoods were. $is observation was a!ributed to the fact that lower 
income people were less likely to have smartphones, older populations were less likely to have 
smartphones, and lower income people were less likely to own vehicles and more likely to use public 
transportation: factors that a#ected the apps ability to record potholes. Given these factors, the app was 
biased against poor neighborhoods and negatively impacted neighborhoods that were already disadvan-
taged [20]. A dataset collected from social media platforms may be skewed if the data are limited. User 
demographics di#er across platforms. Women are somewhat more likely than men to use Facebook and 
Instagram and much more likely to use Pinterest, while men are somewhat more likely to use Reddit and 
Twi!er [21, 22]. $e userbase also di#ers by age, race, ethnicity, and parental educational background 
[23]. $ese factors must be taken into account when gathering data from social media platforms.  

Historical bias. Historical bias occurs when bias that already exists in our society is re'ected in the 
dataset leading to a biased AI. $is type of bias can occur even if the dataset is truly representative of the 
population [13, 18]. Amazon’s job application screener "ltered out female applicants because the dataset 
used to train it revealed a world where men dominate the STEM "elds and the AI mirrored this bias that 
exists in our society [12]. Here, the developers need to consider the biases that exist in our world and if 
they wish for them to be expressed in the AI. Historical bias is not always bad. African American women 
in Hampton Roads are "%y percent more likely to die due to breast cancer than white women are [24, 25, 
26] and this data must be re'ected in healthcare AI systems. However, it is harmful when healthcare AI 
discriminates against African American in a way that exacerbates health disparities [27]. Bias can be used 
for the bene"t of marginalized population if it is properly utilized by AI and ML developers. 

Measurement bias. Measurement bias occurs when a measurement technique does not perform equally 
well for all populations. $e group of people that it does not perform well on will be negatively impacted. 
Inadequate measurement techniques can also skew datasets causing sample bias [13, 18]. Pulse oximeters, 
devices used to measure an individual’s oxygen levels, perform less well on African American patients 
than their white counterparts, leading to nearly three times the frequency of undetected occult hypoxia 
[28]. Measurement bias is also seen when using proxy measurements to predict outcomes. For example, 
arrest records are used as indicators for crime rates. Using this measurement will show that poor neigh-
borhoods have higher crime rates and African American individuals are more likely to be criminals than 
Caucasians. AI systems utilizing this information to predict crime rates and recommend punishments will 
be biased against these groups of people [29, 30]. 
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Aggregation bias. Aggregation bias occurs when an umbrella de"nition is used to cover all groups of 
people without accounting for di#erences between them. $is can cause minority groups to be discrimi-
nated against and a system that works well only for the group the characterization applies to, usually the 
majority groups. $is problem can be overcome by accounting for the di#erences and incorporating in-
formation that correctly re'ect this. In diabetes patients, HbA1c levels are universally used as a diagnostic 
tool and to monitor patients. However, it has been described that the relationship between HbA1c and 
blood glucose levels di#er based on race and ethnicity [31]. 

Temporal bias. Temporal bias occurs over time when the population’s behavior changes over time and 
the AI does not adapt to the changes. Populations and systems change over time due to changes in trends 
or system updates. $e AI should mirror the population, but if it does not due to changes in one without 
an analogous change in the other then this dissonance can lead to a biased AI. In humans, changes can 
occur periodically (e.g., seasonally) or due to sudden dramatic events. An AI system should be adaptable 
to respond and re'ect these changes in its functions. Research has shown how introduction of new fea-
tures on social media platforms can a#ect user activity [32] and how major disasters, such as hurricanes 
and earthquakes, can temporarily change social datasets [33]. 

For more examples of bias in AI and ML systems, refer to other articles surveying the "eld [13, 18, 16]. 

$ese biases can enter an AI system through various avenues. To rectify the problem, it is important to 
identify how bias has entered a system. Below we discuss the main sources of bias in AI and ML technol-
ogy: data collection, data processing, and training models. 

Data collection. Bias may enter the system during the data collection process due to the manner the 
data was collected or if the dataset itself is skewed. Sample, historical, and measurement bias are ways 
bias can be expressed if the data collected for AI training is not representative of the entire population. 
AI systems that collect data automatically for the purposes of continued training and re"nement of its 
function are also susceptible during the collection process. To avoid this, developers must vet their da-
tasets to ensure accuracy and proper representation. Faulty datasets are a major cause for bias in AI. 
Additionally, researchers have developed algorithms to analyze datasets for bias providing so%ware de-
velopers with the necessary tools to mitigate bias [16]. 

Data processing. Bias can be introduced into AI systems via operations that process the data. $ese 
include actions such as data cleaning, enrichment, and aggregation. Data cleaning is the process of cor-
recting and "xing any errors in the dataset prior to training the AI. While it is meant to prevent bias in 
data, it can be counterproductive if key data components are removed, or if missing and incorrect values 
are "lled in using assumptions. Data enrichment is the process of enhancing the data collected via anno-
tations by machines or humans. $e annotations are meant to categorize the data and make it more ac-
cessible to use by the AI. Annotations may contain increased number of errors, may not be uniform when 
performed by di#erent people and may be subjective when performed by humans. Inaccurate enrichment 
by ML methods can lead to introduction of bias via machine data processing. Developers must ascertain 
if the data modi"cation processes they employ are the best "t for the AI and the datasets used [16]. 

AI and ML training model. $e data collected and processed is used to train the AI system utilizing a 
training model. $is can be a source of bias. Every AI and ML system requires a training model that best 
"ts its needs based on the systems’ purpose and the training dataset. Di#erent models are tested to iden-
tify the best "t prior to system training. Models must be validated using the dataset and benchmark 
datasets to examine their performance and compared against each other. Postprocessing modi"cations 
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and continued adjustments during deployment are necessary to allow the trained system to adapt and 
function correctly over time. If the incorrect model is chosen or if any of the downstream processes are 
erroneous, then it can lead to a malfunctioning system [13]. 

2. AI at NASA 
NASA has employed AI and ML systems in diverse "elds for various purposes, and is considering many 
more applications. In this section, we brie'y characterize some of these applications. We have not ex-
haustively catalogued current or proposed AI or ML systems at NASA, nor have we examined any of 
these systems for evidence of problematic bias. We list these systems to illustrate both the diversity of AI 
and ML systems at NASA and the ways in which these AI and ML systems relate to humans. Later sections 
will present examples illustrating how non-NASA AI and ML systems—some with parallels to current or 
proposed NASA AI and ML systems—have exhibited social bias. 

Many current and proposed AI and ML projects at NASA have no obvious relationship to social data or 
decisions that might have the potential to exhibit social bias. For example: 

• Early warning of storms and other disasters. We spoke to one researcher who is investigat-
ing the use of machine learning tools to identify severe storms by analyzing imagery from geo-
stationary satellites to identify tropopause-penetrating updra%s [34]. Researchers have also 
sought funding to curate datasets for use in training future early warning systems. 

• Assessing the quality of manufactured components. We also spoke to a researcher who is 
using convolutional neural networks to examine components produced by an additive manufac-
turing process for defects [35, 36, 37, 37]. 

• Optimizing communications for aerospace applications. NASA is co-sponsoring a work-
shop on the use of AI and ML to develop cognitive telecommunication systems [38]—systems 
that ‘intelligently’ route signals and allocate radio bandwidth—for aerospace applications [39]. 

$ere are also current and proposed AI and ML projects at NASA that have more obvious relation to data 
derived from, or decisions that impact, individual human beings. For example: 

• Digital assistants. $e Intelligent Response and Interaction System (IRIS) project aims to de-
velop dialogue-based voice assistants to support human space exploration missions [40]. Among 
other things, automatic speech recognition technology would allow crew members performing 
extravehicular or maintenance procedures to command or communicate with automated systems 
without using their hands. Similar digital assistants may one day assist crews with complex tasks 
such as diagnosing and treating medical emergencies when communications blackouts or delays 
limit the availability or timeliness of Earth-based expert support. 

• Crew state monitoring (physiological sensing). $ere are e#orts underway to model pilot 
a!ributes that are di&cult to measure in terms of values that are more easily obtained in a cock-
pit. Some of these e#orts are aimed at assessing the physiological state of pilots, e.g., the concen-
tration of certain gasses in pilots’ bloodstreams [41]. Others are aimed at assessing pilots’ mental 
states, e.g., their a!ention level [42, 43]. Should these e#orts "nd strong correlations, the models 
could be used to power ML systems to monitor pilot health or maintain focus. 
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• Assessing employees and job applicants. $ere is interest in using AI and ML technology to 
assess human performance and assign tasks accordingly [44]. $is is intended as a means of be!er 
matching work to people and making more objective personnel decisions. 

• Building ‘smart campuses’. $ere are e#orts to transform NASA facilities into ‘smart cam-
puses’ "!ed with an array of sensors and so%ware to monitor spaces and activities [45]. $ese 
systems are intended to improve the campuses by, e.g., reducing energy usage. But it is not di&-
cult to imagine that some would propose using the same or similar sensors, perhaps augmented 
by autonomous vehicles or facial recognition technology, for security purposes [46]. 

$ere are also proposals whose relationship to data or decisions that might exhibit social bias is not clear. 
For example, there have been proposals to use AI and ML technologies to enable air tra&c control at 
much greater scale than is currently provided. Social factors might in'uence trust in such automation, 
leading to disparate impacts across social categories. 

We have not examined any of these systems for their potential to contribute to social bias. But as we will 
show in the next section, non-NASA AI and ML systems that have been trained using social data or used 
to make decisions impacting individual people have caused social harm. 

NASA is aware that using AI and ML responsibly requires identifying and addressing the ethical issues 
arising from that use. Accordingly, there is an ongoing e#ort to dra% guidance to ensure that NASA’s use 
of AI and ML is fair, mitigates discrimination and bias, supports diversity and inclusion, is explainable 
and transparent, is accountable, is secure and safe, provides bene"ts to society, and is scienti"cally and 
technically robust. We provide these examples in part to underscore the importance of such e#orts. 

3. Examples of bias in AI and ML systems 
In this section, we present examples from the literature of social bias in AI and ML systems. We do not 
claim that the examples we present here are a complete or proportional depiction of the ways AI and ML 
might contribute to social inequity. We do not claim to have deep or personal knowledge of any of these 
systems. We merely present examples from publicly available literature, organized into categories chosen 
for narrative convenience (rather than, e.g., use of a speci"c algorithm or data set, or even a speci"c 
function or purpose). We contend only that the sheer number of available examples, and their distribution 
over diverse kinds of systems, suggests that the potential for harm might exist broadly across AI and ML 
systems that interface with, or are built on data derived from, members of the public. $e nature of the 
harms shown in the examples itself suggests the importance of preventing or mitigating it. 

3.1. Speech recognition 

Automated speech recognition (ASR) systems are AI so%ware that employ algorithms to recognize spo-
ken words and execute actions based on the voice commands. $ese systems have a plethora of applica-
tions in an array of "elds. Examples include in-car systems, virtual assistants, medical records dictation, 
and automated caption generating systems. 

Examination of "ve popular ASR systems by researchers at Stanford University revealed that they exhib-
ited roughly twice as many errors while recognizing the speech of African Americans than age- and 
gender-matched white Americans [47]. While the ASR systems correctly detected African Americans’ 
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sentence structures, they struggled to identify the rhythm and intonation of African American Vernacular 
English. $is led the researchers to conclude that the limitation of the ASR systems is most likely due to 
inadequate training dataset [47]. $e performance gap documented in this study can have widespread 
impact on African American individuals as ASR system become increasingly prevalent. African Ameri-
cans might "nd it more di&cult than their white counterparts to operate devices that incorporate ASR 
so%ware, such as mobile phones, in-car voice command systems, virtual assistants, and hands-free com-
puter systems for disabled individuals. In addition, the authors extrapolate that individuals may face un-
fair disadvantage in processes that involve ASR systems [47]. ASR systems have been used in hiring 
processes to screen applicants and to transcribe court proceedings in the criminal justice system where 
inaccurate speech-to-text transcription can lead to negative outcomes for the individuals involved. While 
the focus of this study is on bias against African American individuals, it is important to highlight that 
these "ndings can be generalized for any individual whose speech is not recognized by ASR systems due 
to a lack of representation in the training dataset.  

Another instance of bias in ASR systems was identi"ed by researchers studying YouTube’s automated 
caption generating system [48, 49]. $is AI, Google’s speech recognition so%ware [50], is designed to 
recognize the words spoken in a video on YouTube’s video hosting platform and generate accurate cap-
tions in various languages for the audience viewing the video. Five distinct dialects from di#erent geo-
graphical regions—California, Georgia, New England, New Zealand, and Scotland—were chosen to eval-
uate the accuracy of the automatic caption generating system. $is ASR system exhibited lower accuracy 
for women than for men, and lower accuracy for the Sco!ish dialect than any of the other four tested, 
with the "rst quartile error rate for Scotland exceeding the third quartile error rate for California [48]. A 
follow-up study supported these "ndings by showing that YouTube’s ASR had a slightly higher word 
error rate for non-white English speakers than for Caucasian American English speakers [49]. $e bias 
exhibited here, against women, speakers of unique dialects, and people of color, unfairly discriminates 
individuals of these populations. $ese users cannot rely on automatic transcription making videos of 
themselves accessible to users requiring captions as much as white English-speaking Americans. $is can 
impact the quality of their content, limit their audience, and diminish monetary returns due to reduced 
exposure. Furthermore, the inaccurate ASR system invalidates the captions generated and disadvantages 
individuals who rely on these captions for enjoying YouTube videos. $e Deaf community is one such 
population who rely on the captions to understand the content of the videos and the unreliability of these 
captions has led them to be referred as ‘craptions’  [51, 52]. As one of the largest video-hosting platforms, 
this can severely limit the ability of hearing-impaired people from accessing YouTube videos for educa-
tional and entertainment purposes.  

In addition to these two studies, further instances of bias have been reported in speech recognition so%-
ware highlighting their failure to cope with variations in dialect and accents [53, 54, 36, 55]. $ese studies 
highlight how speech recognition systems have di&culty with sociolinguistic variations across both gen-
der and dialects. Consequently, individuals from populations whose speech is less well represented in the 
systems’ training data face disproportionate di&culty in using systems such as virtual assistants, in-car 
voice recognition systems, and hands-free computer systems.  $is results in lost time, failure to complete 
tasks, and, ultimately, social harm and inequity. $ese individuals cannot fully realize the bene"ts of the 
products and services they have paid for, and they may be subjected to unfair processes if ASR systems 
are employed for decision making processes such as in hiring or in courts, resulting in undesirable out-
comes and exacerbation of social inequity. 
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3.2. Facial recognition 

Facial recognition so%ware systems are AI systems designed to analyze images of faces. Some facial 
recognition so%ware identi"es individuals, either determining whether two images are of the same per-
son or identifying an individual from a database of images of many individuals. Some so%ware categorizes 
the race or gender of individuals based on an image of their face. Other so%ware determines whether 
images show a face in a speci"c con"guration, e.g., smiling or blinking. Ideally, all of this so%ware should 
function equally well for images of subjects of all races and genders. Uses for this AI include photography, 
ID veri"cation, biometrics, and security services.  

Numerous instances of facial recognition going awry have been recorded in press articles. For example, 
Nikon cameras used face recognition AI to warn users when an individual being photographed is blinking 
so as to avoid capturing images where the subject(s) eyes are closed. But the cameras sometimes reported 
that subjects of East Asian were blinking when they were not [56]. In a similar case, one Chinese user 
alleged that her iPhone X’s face recognition feature unlocked her phone for a Chinese colleague [57]. $e 
phone’s maker, Apple, Inc., disputes this account but admits that facial recognition so%ware may not 
accurately di#erentiate between twins, siblings, or individuals under the age of 13 [58]. In both these 
cases, the products’ poor performance for members of some racial groups prevented those individuals 
from enjoying the products they purchased to the same extent as other users are able to.  

Facial recognition so%ware has been trialed for use in the legal system for the purposes of facial detection 
with the goal of accurately identifying and arresting suspected criminals [59, 60, 61, 62]. However, a high 
error rate coupled with an inherent racial bias within the AI has led to misidenti"cation and wrongful 
arrests  [11, 63, 64, 62, 65]. In the summer of 2020, amid the pandemic, Robert Julian-Borchak Williams 
was arrested at his home in front of his wife and two daughters a%er facial recognition so%ware employed 
by the Detroit Police identi"ed him as the individual seen commi!ing larceny in security camera footage. 
All charges against Mr. Williams were dropped due to the lack of evidence and he was released, but not 
before he had spent time in jail [62, 66]. Subsequently, the Detroit Police Chief admi!ed to a 96% error in 
rate in facial detection when a!empting to identify suspects and changes were made to the way facial 
detection technology is used in the criminal justice process  [62, 65]. Bias has been shown in facial recog-
nition so%ware used in other US law enforcement agencies as well. Analysis showed that one such sys-
tem, Amazon’s Rekognition, is biased against African Americans [67]. $e test revealed that the so%ware 
mistakenly identi"ed 28 Congress members as criminals, with people of color misidenti"ed at a higher 
rate than white individuals were. Given the many organizations that employ Rekognition, African Amer-
icans face an unfair disadvantage with the use of facial recognition technology by law enforcement. Rev-
elation of bias within Rekognition prompted harsh criticism from Amazon’s shareholders, members of 
Congress, and researchers to halt use of Rekognition pending correction of the bias [67, 68]. Currently, 
Amazon has placed a one-year long moratorium on the use of Rekognition by law enforcement to allow 
for policy making to monitor and regulate the use of facial recognition so%ware in criminal justice [69]. 
$e bias observed here results in a lopsided number of African Americans misidenti"ed as criminals can 
further exacerbate the social inequality in today’s society where African Americans are nearly "ve times 
more likely to be arrested than whites are  [70, 71, 72] . $e stark issue of discriminatory policing, arrest-
ing, and prosecution against African Americans has come to a head with the mounting incidents of police 
brutality. $ese social injustices are not lessened, but worsened instead, by facial recognition systems due 
to their bias even though the intention is to improve the justice system.  

Joy Buolamwini, a researcher at MIT, investigated commercially used facial recognition systems for oc-
currences of social bias [11]. Her work revealed that these systems exhibit bias against darker-skinned 
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individuals a%er experiencing a facial recognition system that failed to identify her due to the color of 
her skin. As per the analysis, facial recognition had 34.7% error rate for darker-skinned females while 
light-skinned males only had 0.8% error rate. $e study also showed that dark-skinned individuals were 
more likely to be misidenti"ed and their gender more likely to be misclassi"ed than light-skinned indi-
viduals’. $e researchers concluded that dark-skinned females were the most misclassi"ed group while 
facial recognition systems performed best on light-skinned males and that facial recognition systems 
performed be!er on men than on women. $ese "ndings support the instances of social bias experienced 
by individuals mentioned earlier and demonstrates that there is indeed social bias innately present in 
facial recognition systems. $e individual experiences of bias are not mere anecdotal tales; there is evi-
dence of discrimination by face recognition AI. $ese "ndings highlight the disproportionate disad-
vantage faced by African Americans and the rami"cations it can have on individuals and their families, 
as in the example of Mr. Williams mentioned above. He and his family lost time and money, he was jailed, 
he was humiliated in public and his children may need therapy [62, 66]. Dark-skinned individuals may 
have limited access to services and products due to shortcoming of face recognition AI. For example, in 
the UK, dark-skinned women were almost four times as likely to have their passport photos rejected by 
the face recognition system than for light-skinned men. $e women are told by the AI that their mouth 
looks open when, in fact, they were not. $is has resulted in a di&cult and time-consuming process for 
certain individuals to obtain their passport—all due to a biased AI [73]. 

3.3.  Image classifiers 

Image classi"ers are AI systems capable of identifying and categorizing images or aspects of an image. 
$ese systems are trained using Deep Neural Networks (DNN) to perform intended tasks. Applications 
of image classi"ers include photo tagging on social media and even safety-related applications such as 
perceiving the world around self-driving cars and diagnosing medical conditions based on medical imag-
ing [74, 75]. $e success of these systems rests on the AI accurately categorizing images and correctly 
labelling them; failure might result in harm.  

Recently, Google Photos tagged an African American user and his friend as ‘gorillas’ [9, 10]. $e AI was 
also confusing white users with dogs and seals [10]. Flickr, another popular image hosting platform, in-
troduced an auto-tagging so%ware which would categorize and tag images with appropriate labels to 
streamline search results. However, dark-skinned individuals were labelled as ‘animals’ and ‘apes’. Pic-
tures from Dachau and Auschwitz concentration camps were labelled as ‘sport’, ‘jungle gyms’, and ‘trel-
lis’. Images of Native Americans were labelled as ‘costume’. Failure of these AI systems to function 
properly resulted in certain groups to be singled out unfairly causing anger and insult [10]. Image classi-
"er have also been shown to misclassify images if the images are slightly altered [74, 37]. Research re-
vealed that modifying an image by transplanting objects onto the image or by altering the position of 
objects in the image a#ects the classi"ers’ ability to detect the object itself as well as other objects in the 
image [74]. In a real-world example, targeting road sign classi"cation in AI systems led to misclassi"ca-
tion of the signs in question. Here, the researchers developed an algorithm, Robust Physical Perturbations 
(RP2), capable of generating physical alterations to modify ‘STOP’ signs and right turn signs mimicking 
real world scenarios such as gra&ti and art that can impede an image classi"er. $ey were able to suc-
cessfully cause image classi"ers to fail. $e results showed that interferences that cause distortions of an 
image cannot be successfully identi"ed by the AI. $is can have drastic consequences in vehicles, UAVs, 
drones, and robots that rely of accurate classi"cation of real-world images for mission safety and success 
[37]. 
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Researchers at Columbia University investigated bias in DNN based image classi"cation system by de-
veloping a technique called DeepInspect to detect bias errors [75]. $ey separated errors into two cate-
gories: (1) confusion, where a system cannot di#erentiate objects within a single image, and (2) bias, 
where a whole class of images are misclassi"ed (e.g., dark-skinned people misclassi"ed). Using their 
DeepInspect technique, the researchers discovered both confusion and bias errors in widely used DNN 
image classifying models. $ey recommend employing this technique to test image classi"er systems 
prior to use to validate their accuracy. Systems in use can also be tested to determine if bias is present. If 
it is, the AI needs to be retrained with a more appropriate training model to reduce errors [75]. In addition, 
targeting DNN based image classi"ers with object manipulation led to misclassi"cation of images and, 
essentially, fooling the AI system. 

3.4. Bias via proxy measurements 

Proxy data are measurements that are used as stand-ins for other immeasurable values [76]. A value 
maybe immeasurable due to legal purposes, lack of measuring tools, or protection of individuals’ privacy. 
Some examples of proxy measurements are a country’s GDP as a measure of the quality of life of the 
citizens in the country, a student’s exam scores as a measure of their intelligence, and homicide rates as 
a measure of public safety. Essentially, the proxy data are indirectly measuring the desired outcome and 
can be a less costly alternative to measuring the "elds of interest [76, 77]. However, it is vital that the 
proxy and the data of interest are strongly related for one to be an accurate predictor of the other. Bias 
occurs when the link is not as strong as it should be or if the proxy measure is unintentionally measuring 
and predicting a secondary output that was not meant to be captured [76, 78, 18, 77]. 

Various AI systems employ proxy measurements to predict outcomes and aid with decision making pro-
cesses. Some of these systems have inadvertently disadvantaged individuals by exhibiting social bias. In 
the US, an AI system used to determine health care resources necessary to treat a patient was found to 
be discriminatory against Black individuals [27]. $e algorithm used total cost of treatment per year as a 
proxy for the patient’s need for healthcare. On surface, this appeared to be a fair assumption since a 
patient with greater needs for care will acquire a greater cost for treatment. However, the algorithm was 
based on data that re'ected both (a) higher incidents of chronic health conditions among Black Americans 
than among their white counterparts and (b) that an average $1,800 less per year had been spent treating 
Black individual than to treat a white individual with the equal health conditions. $is meant that the 
algorithm assigned similar risk scores to a white patient and a much sicker Black patient. Reliance on this 
risk score thus meant that Black individuals were being disproportionately denied equal health care ser-
vices by the AI due to the fact that the proxy measurement was not an accurate predictive tool [27]. 

Bias via proxy measurements have been revealed in facial recognition technology. A paper published in 
2016 claimed to have developed an AI system that could determine whether an individual is a criminal 
based on a photograph of that individual’s head [79]. $e authors stated that their program can discern 
a criminal vs a non-criminal with 90% accuracy and that an individual’s facial structure revealed criminal 
predisposition. $e AI was measuring facial features to predict his/her criminality. $e study was shown 
to have had a biased training dataset where the AI was measuring the individuals’ facial expressions to 
detect criminality rather than facial features [80]. Since the images of ‘criminals’ all have frowns or scowls 
and the images of ‘non-criminals’ have a smile or relaxed facial expression, the AI learned to classify 
smiling people as non-criminals and non-smiling people as criminals [80]. 
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A text classi"er AI employed by Amazon to screen job applications and select the best candidates for 
various positions was discovered to be discriminatory against women [12]. Text classi"ers are programs 
capable of identifying, characterizing, and grouping text for purposes as intended by the developer. Am-
azon’s AI scanned applications for words and phrases and rated applicants on a scale from one to "ve 
stars. $e presence or absence of particular words or phrases was thus used a proxy measurement for the 
quali"cation of an applicant. $e scoring weights were derived from a decade of hiring decisions and 
included words that were directly or indirectly correlated to the sex of the applicant. For example, a 
reference to a “woman’s” club or activity was scored negatively. Terms such as ‘executed’ or ‘captured’, 
which are more likely to be used by male applicants, were scored positively [12]. As a result, the system 
inadvertently favored male applicants. Further studies have also shown proxy bias in text classi"ers 
where certain professions and adjectives are associated with one gender over the other [81, 82]. Use of 
such AI in hiring practices results in unfair treatment towards women and exacerbates the gender divide 
in areas where women are already underrepresented, such as in the STEM "elds. Men/women will be less 
likely to be recruited and o#ered jobs in certain "elds due to stereotypes associated with words. 

Further examples include an algorithmic model capable of predicting if an individual would repay their 
loans by observing if that individual’s email contained their name [83] when it was shown that individ-
uals with African American names are more likely to face discrimination compared to individuals with 
white American names [84]. Tenant screening so%ware employed by landlords to predict trustworthiness 
of tenants have been shown to be discriminatory [85, 86, 87]. Proxy measures such as credit scores, social 
media posts, and the frequency one visits bars have been used to predict if a tenant is more or less likely 
to pay rent. $ese practices only succeed in propelling and exacerbating the bias and prejudice that exists 
in our society to unfairly discriminate individuals from accessing services [86]. 

4. Detecting and mitigating bias 
$e issue of social bias in AI systems cannot be addressed if we do not accept that the systems we create 
can be biased. Our society is "lled with biases and stereotypes that harm people. $e datasets collected 
to train AI systems will re'ect (to a lesser or greater extent) the world we live in and will cause the AI to 
mimic our societal environment [14, 16, 88]. $erefore, it does not come as a surprise that today’s AI 
systems built on historically biased data exhibit similar biases. Once we accept this, it becomes possible 
to detect social bias in existing systems, mitigate its harms, and prevent the occurrence of social bias in 
future systems. 

As mentioned before, a major source of bias in AI systems is the training dataset. It is vital to ensure that 
the dataset accurately represents the entire population to prevent bias entering the systems due to un-
represented data. If the training dataset is more representative of one group of people than another, then 
it may perform poorly and harm members of the poorly represented groups [14, 16]. $is is seen in com-
mercial facial recognition systems’ failure to recognize dark-skinned individuals due to a lack of repre-
sentation of these groups in the training dataset. However, even if the training dataset is all encompassing, 
it may exhibit historical social bias. Prejudices and stereotypes from the world are reproduced and am-
pli"ed by the AI exacerbating the social bias experienced by groups of people [89, 16]. $is is evident in 
the previous example of Amazon’s job application screener that screened out women because the dataset 
used to train the AI re'ected a work environment dominated by men. In addition, social bias can occur 
in an AI that continuously collects information for the purpose of continued training and re"nement of 
its process [90]. To mitigate these e#ects, researchers have developed algorithms to detect biased datasets, 
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that can be employed by so%ware developers to assess their datasets prior to training an AI, and tests to 
detect bias in AI systems [91, 89, 92, 93, 94, 95]. Furthermore, leading researchers in the "eld of AI and 
ethics have developed a comprehensive list of questions that developers can use to assess the fairness of 
their AI system in order to reduce potential harm [96, 97, 98]. Some of these tools also have the capability 
of scrubbing datasets and debiasing them, as in removing gender stereotypes in word embeddings used 
by AI systems [82]. $ese are a few of the techniques available to prevent the training of a biased AI. 
Although such tools may not be available for every type of AI system, it is the stakeholders’ responsibility 
to investigate, identify, and utilize all the resources at their disposal. 

Building a diverse team with an array of expertise will aid with bias reduction in AI systems. Individuals 
from various unique backgrounds and knowledgebases can test and question the AI in an all-around 
robust manner that otherwise would not be possible. Assessing the AI from di#erent angles will ensure 
that it can withstand a userbase consisting of individuals of diverse backgrounds without discriminating 
against them [99]. Google Photos’ mistagging of African American individuals as ‘gorillas’ was not ex-
pected by the developers, which may have been anticipated and assessed with a more diverse team [100, 
101]. Additionally, vigorous alpha and beta testing of so%ware is essential to identify and remove bugs 
and glitches that may otherwise be present in the AI leading to unintentional discrimination and harm 
against individuals [88]. However, this may not be viable for smaller organizations or projects limited by 
"nancial constraints. 

Once a system is released, organizations must create a feedback mechanism where users can report in-
stances of social bias with dedicated teams on the receiving end responsible for handling these cases 
promptly to reduce the impact on disadvantaged populations. A clear line of communication between the 
AI, the stakeholders, and the users can help "netune and improve the system while building a triangle of 
trust. Finally, for transparency, a centralized database of social bias cases and reports—both those that 
occur nationally and those that occur globally—needs to be created [102]. We fear that the reported cases 
of social bias in AI represent only a fraction of the true number of incidents. Due to lack of transparency, 
we do not know what we do not know. $is phenomenon, known as silent failures—failures that exist but 
are not known about—creates a circle of failure where di#erent companies creating comparable AI sys-
tems make similar mistakes that disadvantage the same groups of people [103]. $is is observed in ASR 
and facial recognition system examples discussed previously. Instead, a centralized database can allow 
for a united progression of technology bene"!ing the users. Sharing of information will allow for be!er 
policy making and research reproducibility [102, 16]. Such systems exist for reporting cybersecurity 
breaches [104] and aviation failures [105] and have been successful in preventing the manifestation of 
repeated o#enses. 

While we have focused on systems that contributed to social inequities, there are also examples of sys-
tems reducing existing inequities. For example, an ML system built to predict patients’ experience of knee 
pain showed much less racial disparity in the accuracy of its predictions than standard radiographic 
measures [106]. Since such predictions inform decisions about which treatments to o#er to patients, re-
ducing inequity in the predictions would reduce inequities in patients’ quality of life. Examples like this 
suggest that, with a!ention, it might be possible for ML to reduce, rather than exacerbate, social inequity. 
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5. Relevant communities of practice 
With the rapid advancement of AI technology, a parallel research community has evolved to delve into 
the ethical practices and legal policies surrounding the use of AI. Below, we list some of the organizations, 
researchers, and reference models that featured prominently in our literature search.  

Organizations: 

• Partnership on AI. $e Partnership on AI is a nonpro"t organization formed by leading com-
panies including Facebook, Microso%, IBM, Google, and Amazon [107].  

• OpenAI. OpenAI is a research consortium of for-pro"t organizations initially formed by Elon 
Musk in 2015 with a focus on arti"cial general intelligence [108]. $eir goal is to develop “highly 
autonomous systems that outperform humans at most economically valuable work” for the ben-
e"t all of humanity. $ey have released numerous products and applications with a wide range 
of uses. 

• OpenCog. OpenCog is a nonpro"t organization focused on creating an open-source AI frame-
work for the creation of an advanced AI system with cognitive capabilities comparable to human 
intelligence [109]. SingularityNET, one of their many projects, is a decentralized AI marketplace, 
the "rst of its kind, that allows users to share, advertise, and purchase AI projects [110]. 

• DeepMind. DeepMind is a British company, acquired by Alphabet Inc., with the goal of advanc-
ing AI systems [111]. $ey have published articles on AI safety and formed a DeepMind Ethics & 
Society division to understand the ethical implications of AI use. $eir research covers a wide 
range of AI uses, including protein folding, macular degeneration, and e&cient cooling of data 
centers to save energy. 

• Brookings Institution Arti!cial Intelligence and Emerging Technology. $e Brookings 
Institution is a nonpro"t American research organization based in Washington D.C. $ey conduct 
research on a wide range of public policy topics and in'uence policy making. One of the "elds of 
research is AI and emerging technology with a focus on governance, bias, and national security 
[112]. $eir publications have identi"ed best approaches AI governance and AI practices to ben-
e"t the public.  

• NIST. $e National Institute of Standards and Technology has a dedicated division to conduct 
research on AI applications, bias, and security [113]. $ey are commi!ed to establishing appro-
priate standards for AI use and practice. 

Researchers: 
Name A!liation Details 
Bryson, Joanna J. University of Bath, UK h"p://www.cs.bath.ac.uk/~jjb/ 
Buolamwini, Joy MIT Media Lab, USA h"ps://www.media.mit.edu/people/joyab/ 
Caliskan, Aylin George Washington 

University, USA 
h"ps://www2.seas.gwu.edu/~aylin/ 

Chouldechova, 
Alexandra 

Carnegie Mellon 
University, USA 

h"p://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/achoulde/ 

Gebru, Timnit Una#liated @timnitGebru on Twi"er 
Hinton, Geo$rey University of Toronto, Canada h"ps://www.cs.toronto.edu/~hinton/ 
Obermeyer, Ziad University of California, 

Berkeley, USA 
h"ps://publichealth.berkeley.edu/people/ziad-ober-
meyer/ 

Raji, Inioluwa Deborah Mozilla Foundation @rajiinio on Twi"er 
Turner Lee, Nicol Brookings Institution, USA h"ps://www.brookings.edu/experts/nicol-turner-lee/ 
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Reference models for bias and AI ethics: 

• Harini Suresh and John V. Gu!ag propose a framework for understanding how bias enters ML 
systems [13]. 

• Alexandra Olteanu, Carlos Castillo, Fernando Diaz, and Emre Kıcıman identify ways in which 
social data—data about human users—is misused and ways to prevent such misuse [16]. 

• David Leslie provides a guide for the responsible design and implementation of AI systems [15]. 

6. Conclusions 
$e purpose of this article is to compile information on the topic of social bias in AI, raise awareness of 
its potential harm, and suggest that those constructing and deploying such systems consider the possible 
presence of social bias and take adequate measures to prevent or mitigate the harms that might result. 
We conducted a literature survey on the phenomenon of biased AI and have categorically demonstrated 
how it can disproportionally disadvantage individuals along racial, gender, or other social category lines. 
We presume that AI systems are not being created with malicious intent. Nevertheless, these systems 
may not function equally for all groups of people. Unequal performance across social categories can lead 
to unfair treatment of vulnerable populations.  

We have highlighted numerous ways social bias can manifest in di#erent AI systems through examples 
in commercially employed AI systems and summarized current research in the "eld. We have no reason 
to believe these systems are uniquely susceptible to inadvertent social bias. Moreover, we feel it is the 
responsibility of those who develop and deploy systems to create fair and equitable systems that do not 
exacerbate existing social inequities. Accordingly, we suggest that those who develop and deploy systems 
that interact similarly with human beings (a) consider the potential for their systems to cause social harm 
and (b) take e#orts, commensurate with that potential risk, to eliminate or mitigate such harms. We hope 
that use of resources listed in this article will aid in that endeavor. 
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